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ABSTRACT This paper presents an Enhanced Marine Predators Algorithm (EMPA) for simultaneous opti-
mal distribution system reconfigurations (DSRs) and distributed generations (DGs) addition. The proposed
EMPA recognizes the changes opportunity in environmental and climatic conditions. The EMPA handles a
multi-objective model to minimize the power losses and enhance the voltage stability index (VSI) at different
loading levels. The proposed EMPA is performed on IEEE 33-bus and large-scale 137-bus distribution
systems (DSs) where three distinct loading conditions are beheld through light, nominal and heavy levels.
For the 33-bus DS, the proposed EMPA successfully reduces the cumulative losses by 72.4% compared to
70.36% for MPA for the three-loading levels simultaneously. As a result, significant voltage improvement
is achieved for heavy, nominal and light loadings to be 95.05, 97, 98.3%, respectively. For the 137-bus
DS, it successfully minimizes the losses of 81.16% under small standard deviation 4.76%. Also, the 83-
bus test system is considered for fair comparative between the proposed and previous techniques. The
simulation outputs revealed significant improvements in the standard MPA and demonstrated the superiority
and effectiveness of the proposed EMPA compared to other reported results by recent algorithms for DSRs
associated with DGs integration.

INDEX TERMS Marine predators optimization, reconfiguration, distributed Generation, power losses,
voltage stability.

NOMENCLATURE
ω1 & ω2 Weighting factors
Nbr Number of DS branches
Nn Number of DS nodes
Lossbr Active power losses in each branch (br)
VSIn Voltage stability index at node (n)
Lc Each separate loading condition
NLc Number of loading conditions
TLossBase Basic loading without DSR and DG

integration
OT Must open tie lines
No Number of must open tie lines

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Hui Ma.

Lg Chosen nodes to install DGs
Pg Output power from DGs
Ndg Number of DGs
Vn Voltage magnitude at each node (n)
Ibr & Imax Current flow in each branch and its thermal

limit
Ps & Qs Real and reactive power drawn from the

substation
KPL DGs Penetration level
X∗ Updated position of each prey (i)
Xi Current position for each prey (i)
R Random uniformly distributed vector in

[0, 1]
E Elite matrix
Rm Random variable describing Brownian

motion
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Ei Location of the top predator (i) in the Elite
matrix.

It & Maxit Current iteration and maximum number of
iterations

PS Population size
Fit Fitness function
Rn Random vector dependent on the Lévy

motion
XU & XL Bounds of the control variables
FA Probability vector of the fish aggregation
U Regular binary array
E∗ Matrix of the current position for the top

predator
XBt Best position for the prey with the minimum

fitness

I. INTRODUCTION
Power system experts are committed for improving the reli-
ability of distribution networks. Planners and operators of
distribution system aim at providing quantitative as well as
qualitative power service and reducing the wasted energy in
the electrical networks. This in turn not only enhances distri-
bution systems (DSs) performance but also directly enhances
the performance of transmission and generation systems as
well as providing luxury and consumers’ satisfaction [1].
Automating the DSs with DGs installation is considered one
of the best followed solutions which can be implemented by
optimal allocation and control of distribution system recon-
figurations (DSRs), capacitor banks (CBs), distributed gen-
erators (DGs) and automatic voltage regulators (AVRs) in
separate or combined manner [2], [3].

Radial topology of conventional DSs is an obstacle for
achieving the benefits of DGs where excessive reverse power
flow can be responsible of DGs shutdown and confront
heavy economic burden in not exploiting these resources.
Consequently, the planners and operators seek to optimally
coordinate the DGs utilization with DSRs. DSRs is a pro-
cess for optimally restructuring the distribution networks by
altering the normally open switches (tie) and normally closed
switches (sectionalize) within the distribution network. It also
helps in enhancing DS reliability and DGs utilization [4].

The DSR problem has been firstly discussed byMerlin and
Back [5]. In this study, a branch and bound algorithm has
been employed to minimize the power loss. In [6], a modi-
fied simplex algorithm based-linear programming has been
applied for the DSR problem for loss reduction, but it only
acquired sub-optimal solution. Also, various analytical tech-
niques have been applied which are usually based on distinct
switching approaches such as close-all switch strategy [7];
sensitivities computationmethod [8]; Benders decomposition
approach [9]. Otherwise, mixed integer programming (MIP)
and meta-heuristic techniques are introduced for DSRs to
overcome the shortages of the analytical methods. Ref [10]
derives a set of linear current flow equations and then formu-
lates the DSR problem for loss minimization as a MIP model.
Optimal DSR based on a heuristic algorithm with developed

convex relaxation of the AC optimal power flow is proposed
for losses minimization [11]. The conventional algorithms
have distinguished with fast convergence while the analytical
techniques are simple and fast solution methods, but they lack
the capability to treat multi-objective. Therefore, different
artificial-based algorithms have been recently applied to DSR
like Genetic algorithm (GA) [12], cuckoo search optimizer
(CSO) [13], GA with varied population [14], backtracking
search technique (BST) [15] and others.

In similar manner, several analytical methods were pre-
sented for optimal allocation of DGs. Modal analysis and
continuous power flow were presented in [16] based on
priority list formation. Exact loss formula was presented
to find the optimal size and location of DG [17]. In this
method, an analytical expression was presented where the
load flow was required to be conducted only twice which
declared less computation [18]. Artificial-based algorithms
still present outstanding capability to maintain optimal solu-
tion accomplishment either for single ormulti objectives [19].
Ref. [20] introduces a one rank CSO, which is formulated
with multi-objectives of power loss minimization, voltage
deviation minimization, and voltage stability improvement.
Stochastic fractal search algorithm (SFSA) was introduced
for minimizing the active power loss, improving the voltage
profile, and increasing the voltage stability while satisfy-
ing various constraints [21] and others such as grey wolf
optimizer [22], equilibrium algorithm (EO) [23]. In [24],
GA has been applied for the optimum allocation of DGs
and capacitor banks (CBs) in an economic cost estimation,
but in this analysis, the number of DGs are pre-located on
the basis of VSI prior to the optimization process. In [25],
differential evolution (DE) algorithm has been utilized for the
optimum allocation of multiple DGs. However, the economic
cost calculation of this strategy has been overlooked. In [26],
a hybrid algorithm based on outer and inner optimization
stages have been presented to enhance the distribution sector.
In this study, GA, particle swarm optimization (PSO) and
exchange market algorithm (EMA) [27] have been combined
for optimal allocation and scheduling of switched CBs in
the distribution networks. In [28], EMA has been effectively
applied in emergency conditions to optimally cluster the dis-
tribution sector into microgrids considering the presence of
DGs and demand response programs.

Endeavors of DS operators and interested researchers
have not ceased to achieve the best performance of DSs.
One such endeavor is simultaneous control of DSRs and
allocation of DGs. As such, recent studies to the imple-
mentation of an effective integration strategy has been pre-
sented; for example; manta ray foraging optimization [1];
harmony search algorithm (HSA) with an objective of mini-
mizing real power loss and improving voltage profile [29];
combined GA and branch exchange [30]; artificial bee
colony optimizer based on maximization of system loadabil-
ity [31]; improved spotted hyena algorithm [32], improved
elitist–jaya algorithm (IEJAYA) [5], FWA [33], firefly (FF)
algorithm [34], sine-cosine algorithm [35], Harris Hawks
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Optimizer (HHO) [36], invasive weed optimizer [37], salp
swarm algorithm [38] and an improved beetle swarm opti-
mization algorithm [39]. In [40], multi-objective particle
swarm optimization (MOPSO) and non-dominated sorting
genetic algorithm (NSGA-II) have been applied effectively
for DGs allocation in distribution systems. In this study,
the DGs penetration were maximized considering DSR.
In [41], an advanced graphically based DSR has been intro-
duced to minimize the power losses. Despite its applicability
to large DSs, near-optimal solutions for the DNR issue might
be obtained. In [42], recent Archimedes optimizer has been
utilized for DG planning algorithm considering the DSR
and soft open points. In [43], sunflower algorithm has been
carried out to reallocate the capacitors in distribution systems
considering DSR problem and handling DGs of wind type
via Monte-Carlo simulation. In [44], DSR were utilized by
DigSilent PowerFactory program to improve the reliability
of a practical case study. In [45], the allocation of distributed
generation units is carried out considering the distribution
system configuration. The mix objective aims at minimizing
the planning costs among certain studied area. The applica-
tion is limited to small system only. The solver GUROBI
was used the considered problem. In [46], the mixed problem
of DGs allocation and network configuration is solved by
a methodology based on learning automata. The distribu-
tion of energy storage system for reconfigurable distribution
system is considered in [47]. In [48], a bi-stage procedure
was presented for managing the energy for hybrid AC/DC
systems through multi-objective framework. Two objectives
are considered as minimization of operation costs and power
losses. In [3], [49], the network reconfiguration is coordinated
with DGs and voltage regulators. The mix allocation prob-
lem of DGs and reconfiguration network was developed for
unbalanced systems in [49] and [50]. In [51], the enhanced
Disturbed Beetle Antennae with Chaos Search was employed
for solving Multiobjective Reconfiguration problem taking
into account the variation of Loading level and DGs types.
Reference [52] presented a study on the radiality limita-
tions for distribution systems that are restored after faults
where the reconfiguration process is necessary. The impact
of reconfiguration process on the protection system was dis-
cussed on [53].

As seen above, few recent literatures handle simultaneous
distribution reconfiguration with DGs. Also, practical load
variation is not satisfactory covered in literatures which sim-
ulate practical load pattern in different days and seasons.
Otherwise, multi-objective achievement of such problem is
another challenge that many techniques may fail to accom-
plish in such a case and make it difficult to achieve the
optimal solution. The EMPA is proposed for simultaneous

optimal DSRs and DGs integration. It is developed to reduce
overall power losses and maximize voltage stability as a
multi-objective model while preserving both technical and
operational constraints considering practical load variations.
The developed EMPA have high superiority and more effec-
tiveness compared with several optimization techniques to
obtain realistic solutions for IEEE 33 bus. The validity of
the proposed EMPA is assessed for large-scale 137-bus DSs.
Also, the 83-bus test system is considered for fair comparative
between the proposed and previous techniques literature.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows.
In section II, the formulation of the problem is presented
along with the different restrictions considered in the pro-
posed model. Section III focuses on the proposed EMPA and
its employment. Results are discussed in Section IV whilst
section V derives the conclusions of the study.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The DSR and DGs integration aims to minimize the losses
in the DS branches and maximize the overall VSI. Both
objectives can be incorporated as follows:

O1 = Min

(ω1

Nbr∑
br=1

Lossbr)+ (ω2
1

Nn∑
n=1

VSIn

)

 (1)

The VSI ranges from zero at the voltage failure point to unity
at no load and can be simply calculated as in (2).

VSIn = V4
n−1 − 4(Pn,effXn−1 − Qn,effRn−1)2

− 4(Pn,effXn−1 − Qn,effRn−1)V2
n−1, n = 2, . . .Nn

(2)

Despite this objective model have been investigated in several
applications [29], [33]–[35], Therefore, the weighted sum
approach is estimated to normalize the two objectives [54].
Analysis of a specified loading may cause excessively-sizing
problems [55] since it ignores the realistic existence of the
daily load differences. As a result, multiple loadings can be
assisted, and the target goal can be updated as:

O2 = Min
NLc∑
Lc=1

(ω1

Nbr∑
br=1

Lossbr

TLossBase
)+ (ω2

Nn
Nn∑
n=1

VSIn

)


Lc

(3)

This model looks for the appropriate location of the open
lines for reconfiguration purposes, and the optimal position
and scale of DGs. The position of DGs is set no matter how
sophisticated the loading is. On the opposite, DGs outputs
are dispersed to optimize the gains. Therefore, the control
variables vector (VC) is as shown at the bottom of this page.

VC = {[OT1 OT2 . . . . . .OTNo︸ ︷︷ ︸
Open Tie lines

]; [Lg1 Lg2 . . . . . .LgNdg︸ ︷︷ ︸
DG Locations

]; [Pg1,1. . . . .PgNdg,1,Pg1,2. . . . .PgNdg,2, . . .Pg1,Lc . . . PgNdg,Lc︸ ︷︷ ︸
Output power of DGs for each loading condition

]} (4)
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OT, No, Ndg and Lg must take an integer number whereas Pg
is varied in a continuous manner with the loading. In addition,
several constraints must be maintained as follow:

Vmin
k,Lc ≤ Vk,Lc ≤ Vmax

k,Lc Lc = 1 . . .NLc, k = 1, . . . .Nn

(5)∣∣Ibr,Lc∣∣ ≤ Imax
br,Lc br = 1 . . . .Nbr, Lc = 1 . . .NLc (6)

1 ≤ OT−m ≤ No m = 1 . . . . . . .No (7)

1 ≤ Lgk ≤ Nn k = 1 . . . . . . .Nn (8)

0 ≤ Pgk,Lc ≤ Pgmax Lc = 1. . . . .NLc, k = 1. . . . .Nn

(9)
NDg∑
j=1

Pgj


Lc

≤ KPL

{Nn∑
n=1

(Qdn)

}
Lc

Lc=1, 2, . . . . . . .NLc (10)

(Ps+
NDg∑
j=1

Pgj)Lc

>

Nn∑
n=1

(Pdn)Lc, Lc = 1, 2, . . . . . . .NLc (11)

QsLc >

Nn∑
k=1

(Qdk)Lc, Lc = 1 . . . . . .NLc (12)

The subscripts ‘‘min’’ and ‘‘max’’ indicates the minimum and
maximum of each variable. As shown, the voltage quality
at each node of the DS for all loading levels is kept within
its permissible bounds as inequality constraints as in (5).
In addition, the inequality bounds of the Ampere flow that is
passed through each branch and loading is maintained in (6).
Eq. (7) represents the inequality constraints related to the tie
lines since there is meaningless to select lines to be open less
than 1 or more than their cumulative number. Similarly, (8)
represents the inequality constraints related to the candidate
DG locations within the total number of the DS nodes. Also,
(9) represents the inequality constraints related to the outputs
of the DGs not to be more than the specified sizes. Eq. (10)
presents a constraint to assure that the summation of the
generated power from the DGs at any loading level is within
the acceptable penetration level specified by ‘KPL’ which is
taken 60% [29]. Eqs. (11) and (12) ensure powering all the
distribution nodes where the supplied real and reactive power

from DGs and substation must be more than the total load.
Nevertheless, the radial configuration of the DS is maintained
in operation where a branch-bus incidence matrix is com-
posed by the following expression:

Aij =


0, if line i isn’t connected to bus j
−1, if the line i enter to bus j
1, if the line i exits from bus j

(13)

This matrix is Nn×Nbr. The DS configuration can be judged
as radial form if their determinant is 1 or−1 whilst the DS is
not in radial form if it is zero [15].

III. EMPA FOR OPTIMAL CONSISTENCY PROCEDURE
A. ENHANCED MARINE PREDATORS ALGORITHM
Marine Predators Algorithm (MPA) is a new algorithm of
optimization that is inspired by nature by the diverse tech-
niques followed by predators to maximize their prey hunting
rates [56]. These tactics are based on Lévy and Brownian
campaigns, which are increasingly encouraged by the envi-
ronment, and predators eventually follow strategies for sur-
vival. TheMPA starts with a uniform distribution and random
initialization of the locations of the prey where their number
reflects the size of the population. The fittest solution is then
created and rated as the top predator, which is copied into the
Elite matrix (E) with same size as the population.

In MPA, the searching process to capture the prey passes
through three sequential stages, such that iterations are sep-
arated into three distinct and consecutive sections. In the
first phase of the search, predators are in the process of
being detected by military observation of the surrounding
environment. In the second step of the search, predators may
choose the suitable prey, or may still be finding the target.
This scenario is being done in themidst of theMPA iterations.
In the last MPA phase of the iterations, the predator is in the
act of stalking, so that it moves quicker than the victim. This
example reflects the potential of predators to manipulate their
intended prey. In certain cases, the prey is lost on the way
to predators, or other predators are cleverer in hiding and
destroying their victims. The separation of the iterations into
three distinct and sequential sections cancels the probability
of the existence of these circumstances. The EMPA is then
established that the EMPA proposes to provide a random
probability of combining these measures and therefore the
updating mechanism of the new positions of the preys is
mathematically represented as in (Eq. 14). In Eq. (16), CIt is a

−→
Xi
∗
=



−→
Xi + 0.5

−→
R ⊗
−→
Rm ⊗ (

−→
Ei −

−→
Rm ⊗

−→
X i) if It ≤

Maxit
3

& if rand ≤ rand
−→
Xi + 0.5

−→
R ⊗
−→
Rn ⊗ (

−→
Ei −

−→
Rn ⊗

−→
Xi ) if

Maxit
3

< It ≤
2Maxit

3
& if i ≤

PS
2
& if rand ≤ rand

−→
Ei + 0.5CIt ⊗

−→
Rm ⊗ (

−→
R m ⊗

−→
Ei −

−→
X i) if

Maxit
3

< It ≤
2Maxit

3
& if i >

PS
2
& if rand ≤ rand

−→
Ei + 0.5CIt ⊗

−→
Rn ⊗ (

−→
R n ⊗

−→
Ei −

−→
X i) if It ≥

2Maxit
3

(14)
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FIGURE 1. Flow chart of the EMPA for optimal DSRs and DGs integration.

parameter that is adaptively variedwith iteration development
to monitor the predator locomotion. It is formulated as in
Eq. (15).

CIt = (1−
It

Maxit
)(

2It
Maxit ) (15)

After this update program, if the locations of the prey have
been changed, the fitness (Fit) of each prey is measured and
the memory of the marine predators is executed as in (16).

−→
X i,It+1 =

{−→
Xi
∗ if Fit (

−→
Xi
∗) ≤ Fit (

−→
Xi )

−→
Xi if Fit (

−→
Xi
∗ ) > Fit (

−→
Xi )

(16)

Also, the enhancement plan for the top predator is carried out
by matching the fitness of the Leader with the optimal health
of the prey as in (17).

−→
Ei
∗
=

{−→
X Bt if Fit (

−→
X Bt) ≤ Fit (

−→
Ei )

−→
Ei if Fit (

−→
Ei ) ≤ Fit (

−→
X Bt)

(17)

In addition to the adjustment of the locations of the prey
in (16), the environmental effects of the Fish Aggrega-
tion (FA) have been endorsed. Marine predators can also
take longer leaps in unruly dimensions to check for prey
concentrations in the aquatic area. In the other hand, the pres-
ence of fish aggregations can cause local optimum trapping
problems.

−→
Xi
∗
=

{−→
Xi+CIt(

−→
XL +

−→
R ⊗ (

−→
XU −

−→
XL)⊗

−→
U if r1 ≤ FA

−→
Xi + (

−→
Xx −

−→
X y).(FA(1− r1)+ r1) else

(18)

B. PROPOSED EMPA FOR OPTIMAL DSRS AND DGS
INTEGRATION
The EMPA is described for optimal DSRs and DGs integra-
tion in the flow chart of Fig. 1. This figure presents several
issues to resolve the considered formulation as:-
• Integer code is presented for the open tie sections
and the DGs positions. The DGs outputs respective
to every loading stage are represented in continuous
manner.

• Eqs. (7-9), that represents the constraints of the decision
variables, are self-maintained in the EMPA.

• The limits in (5, 6, 10-12) are not self-bounded so the
considered fitness will set to infinity if there is any break
in someone of these constraints after performing the
power flow.

• Verification of the radial topology of the DS is carried
out by (13) until the power flow begins.

IV. APPLICATIONS
Several applications are executed based on the MPA and
the proposed EMPA on the IEEE 33-bus and large scale
137-bus DSs. Also, the 83-bus test system is considered
for fair assessment between the presented EMPA and other
methods.

Two different cases are based on the handled objective.
Case 1, minimization of the power losses is considered as
single objective function. So, the weight factors ω1 and ω2
in (3) are set to 1 and 0, respectively. Case 2, both objectives
are considered as in (3) where the weightsω1 andω2 are taken
70 and 30 %, accordingly [20]. The two cases are conducted
concurrently at three loading conditions of 0.5 (light), 1.0
(nominal), 1.6 (heavy). The parameters used for each EMPA
areMaxit= 200, PS = 50, number of runs= 10. The value of
the voltage of the node should be limited to±5 percent of the
measured voltage. The maximum number of three DGs can
be mounted. The capability of each DG is limited to 3 MW.
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A. OPTIMAL DSR AND DGS INTEGRATION FOR THE
33-BUS DS
The first DS is the IEEE 33-bus which its initial configuration
is displayed in Fig. 2. As shown, it has 32 sectional lines
(numbered from 1 to 32) and 5 open lines (numbered from
33 to 37) [32]. For the nominal loading, the overall real,
reactive, and apparent power requirement are 3.715 MW,
2.3 MVAR and 4.369 MVA, respectively.

FIGURE 2. IEEE 33-bus power DS.

1) EMPA APPLICATION CONSIDERING THREE LOADING
CONDITIONS SIMULTANEOUSLY FOR CASE 1
In that case, the proposed EMPA and the MPA are applied for
theminimization of the power losses (10) as a single objective
function. At the same time, the three loading conditions of
0.5 (light), 1.0 (nominal), 1.6 (heavy) are handled simulta-
neously. For Case 1, both MPA and EMPA are applied for
optimal DSR and DGs integration for 10 times and their best
results are staggered in Table 1.

TABLE 1. MPA and EMPA results of the 33-bus DS for Case 1 considering
distinct loading conditions.

From this table, the proposed EMPA selects the lines 8, 9,
28, 33 and 36 to be in open state while all the others are in
closed state. It also specifies three nodes of 8, 29 and 33 to
install DGs and their outputs are optimally varied with the
load variations. At the light loading, the outputs are 853, 101,

FIGURE 3. Convergence characteristics of MPA and EMPA for Case 1 of
the 33-bus DS.

FIGURE 4. MPA convergence rates with adaptive stop criterion for Case 1.

FIGURE 5. Cumulative kW losses for the 10 runs with adaptive stop
criterion for Case 1.

and 144 kW for the DGs at nodes 8, 29 and 33, respectively.
They are varied to 562, 984, and 683 kW, and 879, 1594, and
1093 kW at nominal and heavy loadings, respectively. It is
observed that the power losses by using the suggested EMPA
are reduced by 60, 71.8 and 72.4% for light, nominal and
heavy loading, respectively, and a cumulative loss reduction
of 72.4% for the three-loading process at the same time.
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FIGURE 6. Nodes voltage of the 33-node system for multiple load conditions of Case 1.

FIGURE 7. Nodes voltage of the 33-node system for multiple load conditions of Case 2.

TABLE 2. Statistical values for MPA and EMPA with adaptive stop
criterion of the 33-bus DS for Case 1.

On the other side, traditional MPA reduces the losses by 69.4,
68.3 and 71.2%, respectively for light, nominal and heavy
loading and decreases the overall losses by 70.4% for the
three-loadings at the same time. Fig. 3 depicts the character-
istic of convergence for MPA and EMPA which shows the
success of the changes adopted by the EMPA to achieve the
near global optimum solutions. As seen in Fig. 3, the EMPA
has good convergence rates compared with MPA.

Another point for comparative concerns, an adaptive stop
criterion is activated, as reported in [48], by specifying a very

TABLE 3. MPA and EMPA results of the 33-bus DS for multiple load
conditions of Case 2.

high value of 500 for the maximum number of iterations and
applying a stop capability when no improvement is occurred
in the last K iterations. K is a user-defined that is taken 50.
Ten runs are performed for bothMPA and EMPA. It is noticed
that 50% of the total runs of the standard MPA is stopped
before reaching the 500 iterations. Fig. 4 illustrates samples
of the MPA convergence rates which are prematurely stopped
at the iteration 100, 101, 154, 164, and 305. On the other side,
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FIGURE 8. The 137-bus large-scale DS.

TABLE 4. Different versus equal weights based on the EMPA.

TABLE 5. Robustness indices of MPA and EMPA for Cases 1 and 2 for the
33-bus DS.

the proposed EMPA takes the maximum number of iterations
without premature stopping. Fig. 5 displays the cumulative
kW losses, in a descending order, for the runs considering
adaptive stop criterion. As shown, the proposed EMPA is
superior to MPA with best of 222.72, medium of 234.5 and
worst of 251.9 compared to 227.02, 257 and 296.2, for the
MPA, respectively.

Added to that, the average percentage of the infeasible
problem variables, updated solutions replicating old solu-
tions, and solutions replicating the global best are estimated
and tabulated in Table 2. This table shows the higher ability
of the proposed EMPA in reducing the infeasible variables
during the iterations since it reports nearly half number of the
infeasible variables of the MPA.

TABLE 6. MPA and EMPA applications for the 33-bus DS.

In comparison, the updated solutions that replicate the
old ones based on the EMPA with a percentage of 51.78%
are more than the double percentage gained by the MPA
of 23.155%. Not just that, but even the solutions that repli-
cates the global best via EMPA with a percentage of 37.68%
are better than the 28.74% of MPA solution. These statistical
values reflect the substantial change that has arisen in the
MPA using the proposed EMPA. Fig. 6 displays the volt-
age profile over all the DS nodes for light, nominal and
heavy loadings. As shown, it is evident that a sufficient
improvement in voltage can be obtained by applying the pro-
posed EMPA for all loading conditions where the minimum
voltages are 0.9505, 0.970, 0.9829 p.u for heavy, nominal
and light loadings, respectively after applying the proposed
EMPA, while the minimum voltages for the base case are
0.9571, 0.9105 and 0.8481, respectively.
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FIGURE 9. Convergence rates of the EMPA and MPA at for 137-bus DS.

FIGURE 10. The 83-bus DS.

2) EMPA APPLICATION CONSIDERING THREE LOADING
CONDITIONS SIMULTANEOUSLY FOR CASE 2
In that case, the proposed EMPA and the MPA are applied
for multi-objective losses minimization and VSI improve-
ment. At the same time, loading conditions of 0.5 (light),
1.0 (nominal), 1.6 (heavy) are handled. Analogous to case 1,
an optimal joint DSR and DGs integration can be accom-
plished by the proposed EMPA. For this case, it is used
to accomplish losses minimization and VSI improvement
objective functions. Table 3 displays the obtained decision
variables and the targets for the MPA and the new EMPA.
Power losses are lowered by 70.7 percent, 70.3 percent and
74.2 percent, respectively.

On the other side, standard MPA will minimize power
losses by 66.1%, 67.2% and 71.2% respectively for light,
nominal and heavy loads. The proposed EMPA and stan-
dard MPO will efficiently improve the voltage stability of
the delivery system by increasing the overall VSI to 28.97,

TABLE 7. Comparisons for the 33-bus DS for each separate loading.

TABLE 8. MPA and EMPA results of for 137-bus DS.

TABLE 9. Robustness indices (kW) of MPA and EMPA of 137-bus DS.

27.82 and 26.63 for light, nominal and heavy loads, respec-
tively, using the proposed EMPA and to 30.06, 28.40 and
27.78, respectively, for light, nominal and heavy loading
by using the MPA. Fig. 7 shows the voltage profile over
all the DS nodes for light, nominal and heavy loadings for
base case and after optimal DSR and DG integration via the
proposed EMPA which completely improve the DS voltages.
As shown, the minimum voltages are improved to 0.9855,
0.97, 0.9485 p.u for light, nominal and heavy loading, respec-
tively after applying the proposed EMPA. By comparing the
different and equal weights as shown in Table 4, the decrease
of the first weight reflects less preference, so the power losses
are increased from 222.24 to 236.5717 kW with increase
percentage of 6.05%. On contrary, the increase of the second
weight reflects higher preference so the OVSI is increased
from 83.45 to 86.84 with improving of 3.905%.
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TABLE 10. Results of MPA and EMPA compared to HHO for 83-bus DS.

3) MPA VERSUS EMPA: ROBUSTNESS COMPARISON
Table 5 tabulates the best, medium, worst, and standard devi-
ation of MPA and EMPA. This table shows the significant
improvement of the EMPA performance for both cases stud-
ied above. For Case 1, the acquired standard deviation using
the EMPA is 6.809 compared to 24.059 for the conventional
MPA. In addition, the proposed EMPA achieves lower best
of 227.3, medium of 237.81 and worst of 248.18 compared
to 246.47, 278.31 and 318.93, for the MPA, respectively. For
Case 2, the proposed EMPA records lower standard deviation
of 0.0305 than MPA of 0.0879. Additionally, the acquired
medium based on EMPA of 1.463 is less than the acquired

best based on MPA of 1.467. This affirms the controllability
of the new EMPA between discovery and extraction relative
to traditional MPA.

4) COMPARATIVE COMPARISON WITH OTHER TECHNIQUES
REPORTED CONSIDERING ONE LOADING CONDITION
In order to assess the efficiency of the proposed EMPA on a
comparative basis, each load level is considered separately
in order to allow comparisons with several other recorded
algorithms to handle only a specified loading state, like
HSA [29], RGA [29], GA [29], FWA [33], FF [34], SCA [35]
and ISCA [35]. By taking one loading stage, the parameters of
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TABLE 11. Assessment of the proposed method with those reported in the literature for simultaneous DNR and DGs.

the proposed EMPA are reduced toMaxit= 60, PS= 15. The
number of individuals considered is half of the algorithms
compared as the proposed EMPA has a double fitness test for
each prey. At each loading condition, the MPA and proposed
EMPA are both applied in a different manner. Table 6 displays
the regarding decision variables, considering light, nominal
and heavy loading state. In all cases, the findings indicate the
superiority of the new EMPA over the traditional MPA. The
proposed EMPA successfully finds smaller value of losses
of 14.471, 61.257 and 160.937 kW compared to 14.667,
63.0889, and 161.278 kW for the traditional MPA at light,
nominal, and heavy loadings, respectively.

As well, the effects of the MPA and EMPA compar-
isons with various documented algorithms are summarized
in Table 7. This table demonstrates the outperformance of the
new EMPA over other prior techniques. In Table 7 (light load-
ing), the proposed EMPA offers the maximum loss reduction
of 69.25%while MPA, HSA, FWA and ISCA acquires 68.84,
62.22, 65.53, and 65.49%, respectively. Similarly (nominal
loading), the proposed EMPA provides the maximum loss
reduction of 69.77% while MPA, RGA, GA, HSA, FWA and
ISCA acquires 68.87, 63.33, 62.92, 63.95, 63.51, 67.03, and
66.89%, respectively. Likewise (heavy loading), the proposed
EMPAprovides themaximum loss reduction of 72.02%while
MPA, HSA, FWA and ISCA acquires 71.96, 66.23, 69.93,
70.81%, respectively.

B. OPTIMAL DSR AND DGS INTEGRATION FOR
137-BUS DS
The 137-bus DS is displayed in Fig. 8 [58]. Complete data
of the buses loading, and branches resistance and reactance
is presented in the Appendix. The proposed EMPA and MPA
are employed and applied for DSR and DGs integration for
such large-scale DS considering the nominal loading only.

Table 8 tabulates the regarding results. As shown, the DS
power losses are greatly reduced by 81.16% with the con-
vergence characteristic shown in Fig. 9. Fig. 9 illustrates the
good capability of the proposed EMPA in quickly search
focusing on the best solution. The statistical results, for this
case study, is staggered in Table 9 that explains the higher sta-
bility that is become the proposed EMPA compared to MPA
and Equilibrium Optimizer (EO) [59] since the proposed
EMPA obtains very low standard deviation of 4.76 compared
to the traditional MPA of 32.13 and EO of 16.48.

C. OPTIMAL DSR AND DGS INTEGRATION FOR 83-BUS DS
The 83-bus DS is displayed in Fig. 10 [36]. The proposed
EMPA andMPA are employed and applied for DSR and DGs
integration and compared to recent optimizer of HHO [36].
The comparisons are executed for different number of DGs
planning and Table 10 tabulates the obtained nodes, sizes and
power factor of the installed DGs with the related configura-
tion based on EMPA, MPA and HHO. From the comparisons
in Table 10, the outperformance of the proposed EMPA is
very high compared to MPA and HHO [36] for all DGs
number considered.

The main merits of applying this work to other DGs plan-
ning algorithms in previous works can be summarized as
follows:

• Practical load variations are satisfactory covered simul-
taneously.

• For the 33-bus DS, the proposed EMPA offers the max-
imum loss reduction compared to HSA [29], RGA [29],
GA [29], FF [34], ISCA [35] and FWA [33].

• For the 33-bus DS, the proposed EMPA success-
fully reduces the cumulative losses by 72.4% com-
pared to 70.36% for MPA for the three-loading process
simultaneously.
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TABLE 12. Buses and branches data of 137-bus DS.

• For large-scale 137-bus DS, the proposed EMPA gives
the higher stability compared to the traditional MPA and
EO [59].

TABLE 12. (Continued.) Buses and branches data of 137-bus DS.

• For 83-bus DS, the proposed EMPA has competitive
performance compared with MPA and HHO [36].
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TABLE 12. (Continued.) Buses and branches data of 137-bus DS.

V. ASSESSMENT STUDY
Table 11 summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of
the competitive techniques compared with EMPA. From this
table and previous numerical simulations, it is clear that
the EMPA technique has the best solutions for single and
multi-objective functions. The main merits of the proposed
procedure are:

- Provide a Multiobjective framework
- Validated to small- and large-scale test networks.
- Considering the variation of loading levels.
- Leads to significant techno-economic benefits compared
with other competitive techniques.

- High solation quality compared with the reported
method.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, an EMPA is presented for simultaneous DSR
and DG integration. The suggested EMPA recognizes the
scope for differences in environmental and climatic condi-
tions, which show a major change in the MPA standard.
Several practical issues are considered; Different loading
conditions are concurrently handled; the overall active power
losses are reduced while the voltage stability is improved.
Technical and operational constraints of voltage quality,
current flow through lines, DG penetration restriction and
balance equations are maintained. The proposed EMPA is
superior compared with the basic MPA and other effective
algorithms of GA, RGA, HSA, FF, ISCA, and FWA on
the 33-bus distribution network for various separate loading
conditions. The proposed EMPA successfully reduces the
cumulative losses with 72.4% compared to 70.36% for MPA
for the three-loading process at the same time. The proposed
EMPA successfully improves theminimumvoltage for heavy,
nominal and light loading conditions to be 98.3, 97, 95.05%,
respectively. The proposed EMPAdemonstrates higher robust
features than the MPA with small standard deviation. A sub-
stantial change has arisen in the MPA using the proposed
EMPA by decreasing the average percentage of the infeasible
problem variables. The proposed EMPA declares increasing
in the percentage of the updated solutions replicating the old

ones, and the solutions replicating the global best compared
to MPA.

Furthermore, its validity for large scale 137-bus DS is fur-
ther presented and analyzed compared to MPA for large scale
137-bus DS. The proposed EMPA successfully reduces the
losses with 81.16% with small standard deviation of 4.76%
for the three-loading process at the same time. On contrary,
this research is open to cover other relevant challenges as a
future work such as the pre-locations of the remote-control
switches, the non-dispatchability mode of DGs, partitioning
capability under emergency conditions, and so on. Also,
the 83-bus test system has been tested for reasonable assess-
ment between the proposed and previous techniques.

Future studies will be conducted to handle the DSR prob-
lemwith uncertainties due to renewable DGs and loads, using
multi-objective algorithms. In addition, the impact of new
technologies such as soft open points will be investigated.

APPENDIX
The 137-bus DS consists of 137 node, 136 lines and 12 lines
which are in open status. Its line voltage is 12.66 kV
while its apparent demand at the nominal condition is
9.3201 MVA, respectively. Table 12 tabulates the buses
loading and branches resistance and reactance is presented
in the Appendix. The total apparent power is divided into
7.604 MW as active load and 5.3892 MVAr reactive load.
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